The biosynthetic incorporation of short-chain linear saturated fatty acids by Acholeplasma laidlawii B may suppress cell growth by perturbing membrane lipid polar headgroup distribution.
Acholeplasma laidlawii B cells made fatty acid auxotrophic by growth in the presence of the biotin-binding agent avidin grow increasingly poorly at 37 degrees C when supplemented with single exogenous linear saturated fatty acids of decreasing hydrocarbon chain length. Interestingly, this progressive decrease in growth yields with decreasing hydrocarbon chain length is not observed when cells are cultured in the presence of other classes of exogenous fatty acids. Moreover, normal growth is observed is other types of fatty acids with equivalent or shorter hydrocarbon chain lengths, indicating that poor growth in the presence of short-chain linear saturated fatty acids cannot be due to a decrease in membrane lipid bilayer thickness per se. To understand the molecular basis of such growth inhibition, we determined the growth yields, membrane lipid fatty acid and polar headgroups compositions, and phase state and fluidity of the membrane lipids in cells progressively biosynthetically enriched in tridecanoic acid (13:0) or dodecanoic acid (12:0). The growth of fatty acid auxotrophic A. laidlawii B cells grown in the presence of binary combinations of an exogenous fatty acid which supports normal growth on its own and 13:0 or 12:0 revealed that growth inhibition is not observed until 13:0 and 12:0 biosynthetic incorporation levels reach about 90 and 60 mol %, respectively, after which growth is markedly inhibited. Differential scanning calorimetric analyses of membranes from cells maximally enriched in 13:0 indicate that the lipid gel/liquid-crystalline phase transition temperature is unexpectedly high but that at the growth temperature of 37 degrees C, the membrane lipid bilayer is almost exclusively in the liquid-crystalline state but is certainly not excessively fluid. However, high levels of 13:0 incorporation produce a greatly elevated level of the high melting, reversed nonlamellar phase-preferring lipid component monoglucosyl diacylglycerol, and greatly reduced levels of all other membrane lipid components. This marked elevation of monoglucosyl diacylglycerol levels can be rationalized as a regulatory response which maintains the lamellar/nonlamellar phase-forming propensity of the total membrane lipid mixture relatively constant in the face of the biosynthetic incorporation of increasing quantities of short-chain saturated fatty acids, which favor the lamellar phase. However, this lipid biosynthetic response produces a marked decline in the levels of anionic phospholipid and phosphoglycolipid which are probably required to maintain the minimal negative surface charge density of the lipid bilayer, which we suggest is responsible for the observed growth inhibition. This work shows that the lipid biosynthetic regulatory mechanisms present in this organism may sometimes operate at cross purposes such that it is not possible to simultaneously optimize all of the biologically relevant physical properties of the membrane lipid bilayer.